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SYSTEMS THEORY: The Ultimate Solution?  

[Phase II] 

 

Thank you for your interest; 

this may give you some 

overview towards my work. 

This is mainly addressed to the 

youth (public audience) who 

are thirsty to know the truth 

concerning higher 

dimensionalities and the 

awareness associated with it. 

Moreover, higher dimensional 

realities are „intrinsic‟ in 

individual beings, and that all 

these can be felt consciously. 

Thus generally my work is involved in higher-dimensional and non-linear (or unpredictable) 

realities (existing as subtle metaphysical phenomena) subject to realization and management. 

 

Again my work is a holistic approach (rather than reductionist) that deals with abstractions – 

with entities that are not tangible or measurable in any physical way. Those instantaneous 

[Tachyonic] entities exist in extra-dimensional forms and they also exist as influences that can 

affect the outcome of unpredictability in non-linear dynamical systems towards self-regulation, 

self-organization, etc.  

 

Moreover, being inherent in the self, these abstractions have a major role in affecting thought 

patterns and physical actions of the individual. The conscious identification of these forces and 

operating on them leads to positive, life-giving and enlightened environment. In this context, the 

very name Tewahdo (Gz. synthesis or blending) implies the art (or science) of uniting the material 

(earth-bound or „Adamic‟) self with the non-material/universal („Christed‟/„Buddha‟) self, leading 

to the secret of „Trinity‟ and hence enlightenment. Such rich insights/wisdoms (dealing with 

higher-dimensional realities) have already been in Ethiopia since antiquity and the tendency now is 

to restore ancient civilizations (blended with modern technology) towards splendid, creative and 

flourishing events. In other words, all those theories (involving extra dimensions and uncertainties) 

propose all what is already given in the Ethiopian culture/tradition. This becomes a rediscovery of 

ancient civilization through contemporary research pursuits. Unlike the materialist/reductionist 

points of view, such sentiments are again attained from the sense of extra dimensions towards 

http://www.abraham-amaha.webs.com/
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/ParticleAndNuclear/tachyons.html
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holistic perception. Thus generally, this work begins with cosmology and ends with psychology; 

and this kind of (universal) psychology is proved to be the real one, that can withstand and correct 

the present problems of our time. 

 

From the technical perspective, we can see that, as the so-called „Gaussian curvature‟ or metric 

tensor involves „intrinsic‟ properties of curved spaces (and hence suggesting higher dimensions), 

extra-dimensions for cognitive systems/beings are also intrinsic, and they can be identified and 

used for higher creative goals. 

 

Given the fact that the self is one single network interconnecting three distinct subsystems – the 

Body (Immune system), the Brain (Nervous system), and the Mind (Endocrine system) – the Mind 

perceives those extra-dimensional forces (as influences to the Body and Brain) through delicate 

hormonal/neurotransmitter connectivity. 

 

By reducing the responses from the Body (sensuality) and the Brain (intellectuality/reasoning), 

one can dwell in the Mind (universal connectivity through those hormones and neurotransmitters) 

to feel and interpret those extra-dimensional forces far beyond rational reasoning. Moreover, by 

reducing incoming local/environmental influences, one can discern the universal ones [as the laws 

of physics] whose natural and bright guidance lead to enlightenment. 

  

Most important: one of the greatest achievements of Santiago theory of cognition, developed 

by many Nobel Prize laureates in the fields of mathematics, physics, cybernetics, engineering, 

biology …, is the proof that cognitive awareness (process-of-thought) is identical with the 

universal/mathematical life-giving awareness process-of-life. This suggests that there is a certain 

level of thought at which a universal consciousness can be attained, and hence, uplifted societal 

interaction. Moreover, it shows the existence of higher thoughts/life above ordinary thoughts/life 

so that one can experience uplifted awareness and enlightenment; not to mention the resulting 

immediate clinical and material benefits: mental or physical. When this happens, one can discern 

between local and universal influences/forces whereby one can transcend to the next paradigm of 

the new age – age of enlightenment. My work is then to utilize those theoretical processes for 

individual experiences towards universal awakening. 

 

With this approach, I am trying to establish an environment of „Systems thinking‟ – 

Universal/Natural thinking. Systems-thinking is the process of understanding how things influence 

one another within a whole – an approach to problem solving, by viewing „problems‟ as parts of an 

overall system, rather than responding to specific parts that make the system. This holistic 

approach focuses on cyclical rather than linear cause and effect, and allows the interchange of 

cause and effect through unpredictability and higher-dimensional background. 

 

To begin with, Albert Einstein's great ingenuity (in his General Theory of Relativity) lies in 

equating the two kinds of geometries: –   

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaussian_curvature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immune_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nervous_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endocrine_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Santiago_theory_of_cognition&redirect=no
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_philosophy
http://www.historyoftheuniverse.com/lifeproc.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_relativity
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1) One geometry, involving matter content (what he called „base-wood‟), is termed as the stress-

energy tensor, Tαβ, with a 4×4 symmetric matrix and α, β = 0, 1, 2, 3. 

2) The other geometry („marble‟) arises simply from pure geometry already formulated by Gauss 

and Riemann and leads to a curvature tensor – particularly the so-called Einstein tensor, Gαβ 

for our case. 

3) In the end, both geometries are made equal as Gαβ = k Tαβ; and the proportionality constant k = 

8πG/c
2
 turns out to be composed of universal constants: the gravitational constant and the 

speed of light. 

4) By equating those tensor/matrix representations of curves, Einstein obtained what are generally 

called field-equations [differential equations] that discuss the existence of Big-bang, black- 

holes, wormholes and other strange phenomena at galactic scales. (Some figures are given 

below to clarify things.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

 

       

The central idea is that matter and energy curve space-time, and that this curved space-time is 

the cause of all the effects we attribute to gravitational forces. However, this approach is restricted 

to gravitational forces between mass-objects – characteristic of planetary, galactic … motions. 

5) When Kaluza introduced a fifth dimension, five extra equations were obtained with the 

following properties: the first (and simplest) one resulted in unifying gravity and 

electromagnetism (known as „Kaluza-Klein miracle‟, 1921); the other four were somehow 

related with invisibility, teleportation, antigravities, etc. [Experimental verifications of this 

phenomenon are given in Philadelphia Experiment (1943); please check my Dropbox.] 

 

‘Base-wood’   (Physical/matter content) 

  Tαβ = (ρ + p/c2) uα uβ – p 

gαβ 

Gαβ = k Tαβ 
k = 8πG/c

2 

‘Marble’   (Geometrical) 

 Gαβ = Rαβ – ½ R gαβ + Λ 

gαβ 

ξ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress%E2%80%93energy_tensor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress%E2%80%93energy_tensor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein_tensor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein_field_equations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential_equation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Big_Bang_Theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wormholes
https://www.dropbox.com/s/bifiyfimkht1hgy/Lecture%20Notes%20on%20General%20Relativity%20by%20Matthias%20Blau%20%28K-K%20miracle%29.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xffyjczbw2xop01/Philadelphia%20Experiment%20%281943%29.wmv?m
http://www.dropbox.com/
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The question is, can this „base-wood‟ - „marble‟ principle be extended to the whole activity of 

an autonomous living system (like humans)? The answer is yes, provided that the mathematical 

expressions should include higher-order terms that would make them non-linear. Then those 

mathematical treatments can be extended to more complicated systems (with a series of Ansatz) 

and hence detect spontaneous organization into a new form of order … With this principle, success 

has been attained in identifying „processes of thought‟ (process philosophy) as „base-wood‟ and 

process of life as „marble‟. Here, many facts have been simplified to make them easier to 

understand, nevertheless, they do not lose any rigor. In picture form: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In relation to the Self  

Symbolic equations can be generated to represent a cognitive system: 

 [Please read Phase III for the actual formulation for a system] 

 

 

 

 

Self = {e
i
, ∆R

ij
, ∆

(m)

R
ij,

 R
ij
; E

L 
} = {Body, Brain, Mind, all the laws of physics} = whole. 

Mechanical level 
 

Ilya Prigogine, Nobel Laureate (1977) is 

noted for his work on dissipative structures, 

complex systems, and irreversibility: 
 

Ansatz I: – Non-linear mathematical 

treatments for simple mechanical systems are 

applicable to more complex systems. 

Ansatz II: – A system driven far away 

from equilibrium becomes unstable and 

chaotic, but spontaneously organizes itself to 

a new order and a new form of behavior. 

 

Molecular/cellular level 
 

Manfred Eigen, Nobel Prize in Chemistry 

(1967) noted for the theory of hypercycles, 

“self-organization of matter and the evolution 

of biological macromolecules” for self-

organization of prebiotic systems. 
 

Ansatz III: – Catalytic loops with 

feedback systems lead to self-organization. 

Ansatz IV: – The roots of life reach down 

into the realm of non-living 

matter/molecules. 

 

Human level 
 

Santiago Theory of Cognition 
 

Ansatz V: – Living systems are cognitive 

systems, and living as a process is a process 

of cognition – valid for all organisms, with or 

without a nervous system. 

Ansatz VI: – awareness, consciousness, 

cognition (and the philosophy of mind) are 

equivalent with the process of life. 

 

  

http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=ansatz&source=web&cd=1&sqi=2&ved=0CDIQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FAnsatz&ei=GE6ZT7e7N-rE4gSzupnFBg&usg=AFQjCNFHO4SOJwslG6zDCrfWE9tlOGMI5A&cad=rja
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_philosophy
http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=24&ved=0CCkQFjADOBQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cleanlanguage.co.uk%2Farticles%2Farticles%2F187%2F1%2FConstructivism-is-Only-a-Construct%2FPage1.html&ei=qSJiTpnJH8j24QT2u5WeCg&usg=AFQjCNHzxHAigPgQGgzZFBt1puPBgffd2Q
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rqnhlkdl2go8go3/SYSTEMS%20THEORY%20%28Phase%20III%29.pdf
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When this is put in action, the dynamic form looks: [e.g., „Spiritual Reality‟ byJak Medytować]: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With further removal of local influences or thoughts (represented by balloons), one observes 

universal influences operating both in the physical and ethereal bodies of the self as: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, all local influences 

(balloons) are removed through 

Body-Brain transcendence; and 

pure universal and the serene 

nature of the self are revealed. 

Creativity lies on how a person 

dwells and operates under these 

pure states of consciousness. 

 

Balloons are thought-producing influences 

that obscure one's connectedness with the 

universe. The result is sickness to the body and 

confusion to the brain and ultimately leading to 

death. Balloons can involve very monstrous and 

frightening images (carrying all sorts of fear, 

anger, rage …) that can even lead one into 

tragic experiences and suicide. Those 

physical/mental sicknesses and ailments are 

shown in red (right) inside the ethereal body.  

‘Base-wood’   (Physical/thought process) 

The physical statures of 

the self (Body-Brain) is 

sensitive to 

environmental or local 

awareness for cognition. 

TABC…א 
 

‘Marble’   (Life/being process) 

Cosmic string or 

Universal wave-function: 

The laws of physics that 

govern the Body-Brain 

subsystems are universal. 

Here, the energy/ethereal body 

is subject to cosmic energy 

through hormonal or 

neurotransmitter connectivity. 

G ABC…א 

κ is no longer a universal constant; it 

depends on local parameters for the 

conscious brain – the „observer‟. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/n5a4tnoolojvtq5/Spiritual%20Reality%20by%20Jac%20Medytowac.mpg
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n5a4tnoolojvtq5/Spiritual%20Reality%20by%20Jac%20Medytowac.mpg
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And finally, by Santiago theory of cognition, process-of-life (or process-of-being) represented 

by the laws of nature in blue and process-of-thought as expression of cognition represented by 

Mind are proved equivalent. This shows at a certain stage of the (local) process of thinking, one 

can begin to tune with the universal aspect of the self through the instinctual process of life. So the 

final result of combining those experiences yields to enlightenment:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Thus enlightenment is the process (or an art) of unifying one's personal physical content with 

the „laws of physics‟ that govern the body and brain on a universal scale. In Ethiopia, Tewahdo 

(Gz. synthesis) literally means the art of unifying/blending the physical body and the soul 

(characterized by the universal life-giving principles). In the diagrams, thought balloons are 

circumstantial (hypnotic) influences that can lead to dangerous interactions and situations. Also 

Santiago Theory says that there is a certain state of thought that is higher than common thought 

and hence a higher life above ordinary (daily) life. This is strictly scientific (based on robotics and 

cybernetics …) that suggests the original/traditional saying: „Be still and know ….‟ This way one 

can show how this marvelous universal entity works in getting one whatever one needs; and that 

the secret is to abandon thought stuff and tune to the blue (universal) one – that is, a thoughtless 

instinctive state but very aware and sensitive. 

 

The Process of Awareness: –  

 

The fact that our brain is causal (cause-effect and time-consuming) and finite with finite 

memory capacity, the brain has tremendous tendency to approximate incoming reality to fit certain 

preconceived category through compartmentalization. In this situation, we tend to classify reality 

by associating it with experiences and memories of the past. Thus the reality we perceive becomes 

distorted and stashed as one of the balloons [picture above] for future reference and approximation 

of reality. That is, new encounters of reality are evaluated in the context of past experiences and 

are projected to the future as a reflection of the past. The central idea about 

transcendence/meditation (or awareness, „sustained concentration‟ …) is how to see reality as it is, 

without preconceived (memory) influences that trigger the reaction. The most practiced ways to 

attain this universal-hood are: 

 

Transcendent  state Santiago Theory 

process-of-life    {Rij; EL} 
(universal) 

  

process-of-thought  ∆(m)Rij 
(local) 

Cosmic Energy  

„CHI‟ {R, E} 

„… whatever one 

speaks it manifests, 

whatever one thinks it 

manifests, whatever one 

does it becomes a creation 

– this is enlightenment.‟ 
[Jak Medytować] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Santiago_theory_of_cognition&redirect=no
http://www.historyoftheuniverse.com/lifeproc.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_philosophy
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Ways of Attaining Universal-hood 

1.   Through „Be still and know …‟ :–   

Resting the body in a comfortable position facilitates the transcendance of the body; 

concentrating on normal breath (or the feeling of tingling/elctric sensation but with no thoughts at 

all) helps transcend the brain. The remining part of the self is the Mind with neurotransmitter 

connectivity to the universe:              

                             SELF = BODY + BRAIN + MIND. 
In other words, concerning synaptic activities and neurotransmitters, one can see the 

drama/orchestration before things are reduced to objective reality: known as Orchestrated 

Objective Reduction (Orch OR) theory. 

2.   Through the „Here-and-Now‟ :–   

 My reference here is The Power of Now: A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment by Eckhart Tolle 

[Dropbox]: According to the author for example, it is the process of removing thoughts and 

physical influences and getting tuned with the universal life-giving principle – the NOW/Presence 

shown above as blue light. The basic message of Tolle's book is that our mode of consciousness 

can be transformed to a higher universal consciousness. The key to becoming free of the egoist 

mind, with all its consequences, is to become deeply conscious of this present moment, or, as Tolle 

often calls it, „the Now‟.
 
In this central state, one can see and control all those thought-producing 

balloons that distract one from the universal attunement, creativity and art. Thus the power of 

NOW (or Presence) is the blue one that is eternal (laws of nature in operation). Tolle says he is 

trying to "draw you into this new consciousness as you read … to give you a taste of 

enlightenment"
[REF]

 

 

3. Through „delayed choice experiment‟:– 

 

It says one can delay the 

outcome of results to see all 

possible solutions (in their mixed 

state); and hence one can affect the 

(delayed) result.  This is typically 

represented by what is called 

„wavefunction collapse‟. 

 St. Yared's experience with the worm is a typical example in his transcendence. He tangled 

himself with the worm for some time and observed its autopoietic (universal) nature to see his own 

universal self, until he later decohered into the worm and himself with deep intuition and insight he 

could not find adequate expressions for.  Since the Brain is causal (requires time to interpret 

things), the technique is to remove this time of interpretation and allow the phenomenon manifest 

as it is – instantaneous observation. 

 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/articles/n/neurotransmitter.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orch-OR
https://www.dropbox.com/s/phcqh3ygi8xlu8z/The%20Power%20of%20Now%3B%20A%20Guide%20to%20Spiritual%20Enlightenment%20by%20Eckhart%20Tolle.PDF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eckhart_Tolle
http://www.dropbox.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Power_of_Now#cite_note-Tolle.2C_Power_of_Now.2C_2005.2C_p._5-7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wheeler%27s_delayed_choice_experiment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_function_collapse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_entanglement
http://www.fmd.uni-osnabrueck.de/ebooks/erme/cerme1-proceedings/papers/g4-steinbring.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decoherence
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4. Through John Wheeler's „retro-causality‟(retroactive causation) or observer participancy:–  

 

 

It suggests that „through the acts of observation, the 

universe bootstraps itself into physical existence [Landscape] 

and all the laws of physics [Mindscape]‟ in the presence of all 

creation (Big-Bang) where cause and effect or the direction of 

the „arrow of time‟ can be interchangeable. According to 

Wheeler, the universe realizes (or actualizes) itself through a 

participating observer. 

 

 

 

5. Through Mach's principle „self-excited circuit‟  

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.  Through the concept of „wormhole‟ travel between two space-time regions::– 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        (e.g., „Ethiopia stretches Her hands to God‟).  

The very conscious animation of Her makes the rest of the 

universe alive (God) to respond to prayers or have dialogues with. 

„Through conscious beings the universe has generated self-

awareness.‟ Paul Davies.  

The physics aspect is like self-bootstrapping, time-travel or 

worm-hole-tunneling to other dimensions, which had been 

effectively practiced by ancient Egyptians and Others. 

 

Astral Body 

Self-bootstrapping or time-

travel had again been effectively 

practiced by ancient Egyptians and 

Others. It comprises the so-called 

„astral projection‟ or „astral travel‟. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retrocausality
http://www.optics.arizona.edu/frieden/Section_6.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bootstrapping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bang
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy_%28arrow_of_time%29#Current_research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mach's_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mach's_principle
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Traditional expressions for the unification processes: 

 

1. Crux Ansata  

 

 

 

 

 

2.  The Tree of Knowledge:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Religious symbols 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bottom part of the cross represents the 

physical „Adamic‟ state; and the top part, as 

the „Christed‟ state where the beginning (α) is 

connected to the end (ω) through the „perfect‟ 

circle on the top – the „key to the heavens‟ or 

the „hinge of the universe‟ [ancient Egypt]. 

 

 

All those religious symbols talk about the same thing: that 

enlightenment is the act of unifying body and soul together and 

attaining universal identity (guided by the blue). However, each 

religion has its unique ways of expressing the reality. In general, it 

looks viewing reality with colored/tinted eyeglasses. 

Yet, they have something in common: Anything that is based 

on sensation (body), desire and intellect (brain) are only local 

attributes of the self, ephemeral and subject to disease and death.  

Transcendent observation of these influences is the beginning 

of getting started to live an enlightened and honorable lifestyle. 

Plato said, “Look to the perfection 

of the heavens for truth”, while Aristotle 

said “look around you at what is, if you 

would know the truth”. 
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Some Applications: – 

I.   Enlightenment 

• Identification with universal/theoretical self, the transcendent or extraterrestrial self; 

• Authority in „symmetry breaking‟ of solution spaces towards favorable manifestations; 

• Creativity and holistic influence on daily realities; 

• Smooth transformation from Reductionism to Holism. 
 

II.   Control and expulsion of dark forces that induce destructions and calamities; 
 

III.  Clinical benefits in the remedial physical/mental illnesses. 
 

IV.  Prosperity, creativity and splendid social system; 
 

V.   Popular (or public) cleansing incorporated with the Five-year Development Program in 

Ethiopia; 
 

VI. Systemic appreciation of unity, integrity, cooperation, resilience, self-organizing 

creativity, prosperity; 
 

 
 

Well, this took me fifteen years of hard work to connect active and recent research 

breakthroughs in this area into one Big living research pursuit of humanity to know the truth. 

Another time-consuming aspect was that I must really experience those transcendental states in 

order to teach them effectively. Thus my task seems to be instrumental to enlighten humanity 

(Ethiopians) with a series of sessions inside/outside our campuses.  

I will be very grateful if you comment anything on this, which I consider is very important 

above anything else so that Ethiopia can enjoy its richness, not only through material things (gifted 

with beautiful weather and immense fertility), but also through spiritual wellbeing of its citizens. 

With best regards and wishes, Abraham.  


